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ENDGAME DEFINITION 

The last stage of a process, especially one involving discussion:

"A diplomatic endgame is under way to And a peaceful solution."

Where did the term endgame come from?

endgame (n.) also end-game, 1850, in chess, from end + game (n.).

There is no formal or exact deAnition of it in chess,

but it begins when most of the pieces have been cleared from the board.
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ENDgame by Emanate Presence is a tool, disguised as a game, for experiencing

constant felt connection with the inner compass 

🧭

 (which is a human birthright and

guides from a more complete perspective.)

E.N.D. stands for Elemental Number Divination. ENDgame works with consecrated

intention, correspondences in the elements and symbolic language of numbers, and

deep listening within. The process is designed to bring balance, harmony, stability, and

communion. For example, one consecrated intention is to embody the Source I am.

It is a game employing the age-old method of rolling dice. There are many ways to do

readings with dice. I love simplicity, and my Arst readings require just one roll of seven

dice — either polyhedral or standard six-sided colored to correspond to the shapes of

the Ave platonic solids plus sun and moon. These are the steps of the reading:



1. Consecration with intention.

Example: Say to the effect, "Source I am, guide these dice as I roll, to bring balance,

stability, and communion with you into my life this day."

2. Roll out the dice in a line.

3. Write out the order of the roll and correspondences as per the examples.

The Arst is the # of planes on the die, the second is the # of the die on the roll, third is

the element, fourth is an intuitively selected correspondence.

Jan 21, 2023 / Reading 001

00 / 90 Sun / Constancy

04 / 02 Fire / Eternal Flame

12 / 04 Aether / Presence

10 / 05 Moon / Intuition

08 / 08 Air / Voice

20 / 15 Water / Emotions

06 / 05 Earth / Body

Jan 22, 2023 / Reading 002

20 / 15 Water / Emotions

08 / 08 Air / Voice

10 / 05 Moon / Intuition

04 / 02 Fire / Eternal Flame

12 / 04 Aether / Presence

00 / 90 Sun / Constancy

06 / 05 Earth / Body

While working with this tool for whole human evolution, a realization came for moving

beyond the limitations of the dice in the shapes of platonic solids. That is, to use 7

multi-colored dice all of one shape, the 12-sided dodecahedron. The elements are

represented by the colors, not shapes, in this version. Another version is six standard
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wooden dice hand-colored plus one dodecahedron die. What's important in the

reading is the order, and feeling the elements and their correspondences from a place

of consecrated intention.

4. Observe patterns, and listen over the day.

Example: 'Today I put emphasis on and pay attention to the Arst three, listening for the

message.'

5. Keep a journal.

Example: January 22, 2023. For 15 months, my wife and I have hiked the volcanic island

we live on, and taken the bus to town twice per month, as our only transportation. We

did not have a car, by choice and necessity, as we liked the simplicity and exercise and

have been waiting for our crypto investment to make gains before using it. Recently

the need to be less isolated has grown in us and this week things changed.

The man who delivers eggs to the local market is from Germany and has been walking

his dog with my wife and our dog, so we've come to know each other more. He

mentioned a small car his neighbor was selling and today we bought it! Intuition

played a big part in it, I talked more in a day than I have in a month, and emotions

towards the amazing unusual events ran high. The top three correspondences of my

reading this morning were intuition, voice, and emotion.

During the course of the car conversation, I asked the woman the name of her young

son and she gave the Português, then said, 'William, in English.' 'Ah, William', I said,

then asked, 'is there a Português for Gary?' She answered, 'Yes, Gabriel.'

My wife and I have named all our cars. Later, we mulled over the name for the Renault,

and I said it felt a feminine name. She had the same feeling. The name Gabriela came

to me but I said nothing as I liked Kati to choose the name. Over hours each time I

thought of it, Gabriela returned as the name. Kati walked the dog and later told me

she knew the name of the car, 'Gabriela', she said! It means 'God is my strength.'

Additional readings are planned with wooden standard dice 

🎲

, hand colored to

correspond with the elements. Below are elements with their Primary Form (platonic



solid planes), Number on die, Correspondences, Colors and Shapes from the book and

my feelings. The language of symbols on this website delves more deeply into number

and other symbology: MYSTIC (LANGUAGE OF SYMBOLS).

Correspondences can vary between systems. The emphasis is on each person hearing

and following their own inner voice.

# of Planes

00 SUN

04 FIRE

06 EARTH

08 AIR

10 MOON

12 AETHER

20 WATER

AIR - Yellow, Sky-blue, White, Grey, Clear

08 Planes

Number 1

Intelligence, Communication, Clarity

Birds, Feathers, Wind symbols

Chakra 5 - Throat

FIRE - Red, Orange, Yellow

04 Planes

Number 2

Passion, Determination, Drive, Change, Transformation, Illumination

Flame shape, Red gems, Magical wands

Chakra 2 - Sacrum

WATER - Blue, Blue-green

20 Planes

Number 3

Compassion, Life, Healing, PuriAcation, Dreams and Prophecy, Volatility
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Wave and water drop shapes, Cup and Chalice symbols

Chakra 4 - Heart

EARTH - Brown, green or black

06 Planes

Number 4

Hard, Enduring, Strong, Patient defense, Fertile soil, Life-giving, Balance restoration,

Material and physical needs of the body, Weight, Inertia, Laziness, Clinging to tradition,

sturdiness of bones.

Shapes of mountains and stones, wood, trees and Symbols of pentacles and coins.

Chakra 1 - Root at Base of Spine

SUN - Yellow or Gold

00 Planes

Number 5

Warmth, Health, Light, Success and Happiness, Constancy

Shape of a circle with dot in center or with rays around the edge.

Chakra 3 - Solar Plexus

MOON - Silver and white, Sometimes black and white if depicting phases

10 Planes

Number 6

Magic and mystery, Unknown, Intuition, Hidden knowledge

Pulls at the waters and Inspires imaginations.

Number on standard die is six, the maximum possible, set in two full and balanced

rows, signifying a complete inner understanding

Shape of crescent or full circle

Chakra 6 - Third Eye

AETHER (Gary's perspective) - color spectrum or purple

12 Planes

Number 7

Chakra 7 - Crown

Research brought up some dry entries from standard physics and more refreshing



insights from plasma physics. I relate aether broadly to the underlying substance

which is beyond human intellect. Its correspondences could be in the still, small inner

voice, the deeply felt presence, even beyond mystery and magic, the Tao which cannot

be named.

The color of aether for me is best represented by the spectrum of all colors or purple

(mix of red and blue). Both represent the bridge between heaven and earth.

A portion from a standard physics entry says, 'In the past, aether was postulated as a

substance that Alled the empty space of the universe, through which electromagnetic

waves (such as light) were thought to travel....'

***

In my writing, higher and lower are meant not in a hierarchical sense of superior and

inferior, better or worse. Rather, higher is more unitive with the ground of Being, and

lower is more separated from the Source I am. Nothing can actually be separated from

Source, but in this realm it is apparently so. These are levels of human awareness and

experience within the universal Aeld of consciousness.

In the midst of all the darkness of the world, there are beacons of light shining now

and into future generations. Among those, are decentralized blockchain technologies

with a promise of self-governance — which can be more harmonious when the

members of the blockchain community, such as Cardano, are committed to their own

inner work.

Sometimes the brain is easily triggered to be in un-peace, and needs to be guided to

return to peace. The mantra/invocation I wrote (Embodied Peace) is read to me each

morning by a natural voice synthesizer app, Voice Dream Reader, (enabling me or

anyone else to revise the text as needed) while the candlelight of this daily meditation

burns by metaphor and faith with the eternal mame I am.
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